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SEASON’S GREETINGS AND HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM THE
MONITOR TEAM !!!
Elisabeth M. La Fontaine, Patricia Calder,
and Larry Keeley. The Monitor team
hard at work!

Another Monitor In The Making.

HAPPY NEW YEAR (2020) TO
OUR NPC MEMBERS!!!
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How did it get so late so soon? It’s night
before it’s afternoon. December is here
before it’s June. My goodness how the time
has flewn. How did it get so late so soon? (Dr. Seuss)
Family time. Reflection time. The kids are wild and loud, there
is a chill in the air and at the same time we are taking bets on a
green Christmas. Either way, it is a season of light and darkness;
the end of the old year as we look forward to the new.
As for capturing Christmas at our house, here are my plans:
The actual Christmas meal or party is obviously the best part of
the day, but as I will most likely be cooking it, I look for other
photographic opportunities, particularly in the preparation stages
that may take place in the days leading up to the family gathering.
I might take some pictures of my son baking cookies, my husband
putting up the tree or wrapping presents. I love taking photos of
the grandkids, whether it is of their joy and anticipation, or in the
throes of a tantrum and the frustration of waiting. There are many
opportunities outside too. Soon we will be having the lighting up
ceremonies in many towns and hamlets of Northumberland,
where hot chocolate is served alongside a helping of Santa Claus.
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Pg 17… Donna Edmonds
Pg 20… Allan Short
Pg 21… Book Review
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Photo by Janet Taylor
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Lighting can be tricky at this time of year, so planning how I will take pictures will be at the top
of my list. I just hope I can learn from last year’s results – probably not.
This time of year brings festivities and family fun. It is a time for reminiscing and looking
forward. I wish you, the members and executive, wonderful memories during this joyous season.

Photo captured and
submitted by Janet Taylor

And now for a seasonal joke:
One Christmas Eve, Pete and Jane were driving their Russian friend Rudolph back to his house.
The weather outside was frightful. Jane asked Pete, “Do you think that’s sleet or rain out there?”
“It’s rain, Jane” said Pete.
“I think it’s sleet, Pete,” said Jane.
Rudolph chimed in, “It’s definitely rain, Jane.”
“No, I really think it’s sleet, Rudolph” said Jane.
“Don’t argue with the expert, Jane,” said Pete.
“What do you mean, Pete?” asked Jane.
Pete replied, “Rudolph the Red knows rain, dear.”
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Beyond Our Borders. Our 2018 Adventures!
by Elaine Amenta
I love everything about travel. From the planning stages at the computer on travel
sites, to getting to the airport, people watching and wondering where everyone is off
to. In February 2018 we repeated a road trip to Arizona.
We got off the highways and took secondary roads, Route 66 being a favourite.
In Arizona we stay in Sedona and spend the days hiking, eating
wonderful food and taking wellness classes at a local Reiki
studio.

I visited Antelope Canyon with a Navajo guide and took some of my
best photos ever! On our way back we visited San Antonio, Memphis
& New Orleans.
In May we were off to Spain. Before we headed to the land of Gaudi, we enjoyed a visit to
Liverpool, staying in a downtown hotel, right on the river Mersey. I was a
tourist in my hometown. Liverpool is a UNESCO Heritage City and a Capital
of Culture; well worth a visit if planning a UK trip.
Staying away from most tourist traps, we ditched the churches and museums
for walks along rivers and parks. I have my Canon 80D with me at all times.
My "Nifty 50" lens is easy to carry but I do take a 70-200 also. I shoot in RAW
and edit in Lightroom when I get home. I also carry an Olympus Tough for just
taking snap shots. I take photos on my phone and upload to Instagram so the
kids can keep track of where we are.
2019 we saw Cuba, San Miguel, Chicago, San Francisco, Portugal, Vancouver
Island and Idaho. Bon voyage
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Nature Photographer, Leslie Abram
Leslie is a naturalist, environmental advocate, teacher, and
photographer who lives north of Brighton, Ontario. Leslie’s goal
with her photography is to ignite people’s curiosity about the
amazing living things that share our earth. Ultimately, she hopes to
encourage people to get outside, look closely and reconnect with
nature. She has had a keen curiosity about the natural world since
she was young and still wants to learn everything about each little
creature she ﬁnds. She has built an extensive wildlife garden on her property to encourage
critters to come to her. Leslie shares her discoveries about the natural world in her blog entitled
“Wildlife of Eastern Ontario,” found at www.leslieabram.com. Here, she uses photos and
stories to teach about everything from predatory insects, to owl pellets, to butterﬂy gardens. She
also serves as a regular guest blogger for Nature Canada. Leslie won the Canadian Wildlife
Federation Reﬂections of Nature Photo Contest in the ﬂora category for one of her water drop
ﬂower photos. Her photo was one of 10 featured at Canadian Wildlife Federation’s Wild Art
Exhibitions in Vancouver and Ottawa. “Look closely. You never know what you might ﬁnd.”

Take a Winter Walk at Presqu’ile Park
by Leslie Abram, Photographer
Sure, we’re in the dead of winter but don’t stay home sleeping. Take a winter walk. And if
you’re anywhere near Presqu’ilPark in Brighton, so much the better. Drive around the loop or
near the beach, and you stand a good chance of seeing
something great!

Barred owls hunt in the open fields, and usually sit about 5 to 8 feet up in trees. You don’t have
to look high up to see them
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White tailed deer seem to be more numerous this year. I have
nearly walked right into them as they stood still on Jobes Woods
trail. I’ve also seen them on roadsides and in the woods, mostly at
dusk. Driving slowly is a must to see all these critters.
More than one flock of wild turkeys roams the park and you can
see them at anytime of theday. I often see them by the outhouses
in the day use area, or near Calf Pasture fields.

One afternoon just as it was getting dark, I was watching a Barred Owl hunt right by the camp
office bird feeders, when two racoons emerged from the bushes, noisily growling at each
other.They walked right past the owl as it was mantling over a vole it had caught on the ground
and headed over to the bird feeders to scrape around for what they could find. After that, they
clambered up a tree and went to sleep nestled in a little ball.
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I love walking on the beach in the golden light at the end of the day and looking at all the twisted
trees by the lakeshore. The crystal ball I carry with
me adds another cool level of distortion to these
trees, as the refraction bends and inverts the image.

Ice volcanoes and my crystal ball. The
ice volcanoes are starting to form at the beach,
and every sunset offers a different view. The
fees for the day use of Presqu’ile Park can be
found at
http: //www.ontarioparks.com/park/presquile

Leslie Abram and Walter.
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Here’s a thought
by Susan Dubois
Have you ever had one of those moments when you realized
you’ve made a stupid mistake when taking pictures, then
looked around embarrassed, hoping that no one noticed or
heard the few choice words that unwillingly passed through
Syour lips? If you’re willing to admit that to yourself, let
alone to others, then rest assured, you’re not alone.
One of the turning points in my photography life occurred about 3 years ago at the mouth of the
Cobourg Creek. I had noticed this adult double crested cormorant resplendent in the soft light,
calmly perched on a lone rock protruding out of the calm waters. After quickly taking a couple of
pictures, I wanted to be ready for when it took flight; but because of its large wingspan, I had to
change my camera settings; a wider aperture to give me the depth of field I wanted and a slightly
faster shutter speed. This was going to be my all-time perfect, award winning shot and I could
already visualize it in my mind. So, as I was busy trying to figure out the optimal aperture and
shutter speed for my perfect shot, and remembering how to change those settings, I spent at least
a full minute or more. Now I was ready and excitedly brought my eyes and camera back up only
to stare at a now bare rock, with no bird in sight. All my hopes of obtaining that award-winning
shot were now dashed.
What’s the lesson? You’ve guessed it: learn how to change the basic settings on your camera
quickly and efficiently without looking at the various dials and buttons. Know which dial
changes the shutter speed, which one for the aperture and which way to turn it. How do you
change your ISO without looking at the buttons? You can view those settings and more in your
viewfinder all the while keeping your camera pointed at your subject. With your eye and mind
partly focussed on your subject and partly focused on the minute sized display in the viewfinder,
you also need to utilize yet another part of your brain to work your fingers and make the correct
changes; this is multi-tasking and muscle memory at its finest.
Practise changing your settings in a controlled environment until you become so quick and
efficient that all you have to do is think about which settings you need S and your fingers will
automatically move the dials.
I know that all of you point-and-shooters out there, and those of you who only shoot in program
mode, are likely giggling about us DSLR manual shooters, and thinking about how we
complicate things unnecessarily. Are we perhaps just suckers for punishment or misunderstood
perfectionists?
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They Walk Amongst Us & In Time Will Be
Multiplying
by Russ Donaldson
To set the scene: I was volunteering last year in Toronto at a
University Entrance workshop. There were hundreds of grade 12
students in attendance who would be headed to university in the coming
year. As the day dragged on, I encountered one bright eyed bushy tailed youngster wanting
information about what documents he needed to bring to his interview.
“Well,” I responded, “you’ll need to bring your birth certificate, your ID, your high school
diploma and eight black & white photos for your file.”
The student looked puzzled. “Like eight photos? …. How…?”
To which I said, “yes, eight black & white photos.”
To which he responded, “You mean like four black & four white ?”
I pondered for a moment and then said, “why don’t you just bring along your point & shoot
camera. They’ll look after the rest.”
He’ll probably be designing bridges in a couple of years.
LOOKING BACK… As a long time member of this wonderful
club of outstanding photographers, I thought it would be fun to
look back at a visit “The Countess” & I made to the ROM back
in 2016 to photograph the fantastic Chihuly Glass exhibition.
Here are a couple of images I captured with my trusty point &
shoot camera that day.
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NPC BULLETIN BOARD
POSTING UPCOMING EVENTS AND ITEMS OF
INTEREST TO NPC MEMBERS.

> Canadian Geographic has opened up the “Canadian Wildlife of The Year
Competition.” It’s a free contest that offers excellent prizes and is open until
January 31st, 2020. https://wpy19.canadiangeographic.ca/home#. Posted by
Susan Dubois.
> Another local photo competition that might be of interest to members. It’s
the Sparks Festival Juried exhibit, which is open until February 2, 2020. The
theme is “Motion.” Here’s the link with the details:
https://www.sparkphotofestival.org/ Posted by Susan Dubois.
> Congratulations to Susan Dubois, the first prize winner in the Spirit of The
Hills photo competition and, also, to Carol-Anne Judd Bell Smith, the second
prize winner.
> Items for our NPC Bulletin Board can be emailed directly to Larry Keeley
at lkeeley@cogeco.ca . Please use Times New Roman font and size 14. Photos
can also be sent but preferably separate from text, if possible.
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Professional Photographer Don Komarechka
Quick Macro Photography Tips
by Don Komarechka
(Don Komarechka is a nature and macro photographer located in Barrie,
Ontario. From auroras to pollen, insects to infrared, Don’s photographic
adventures reveal a deeper understanding of how the universe works.
Exploring the world that we cannot see with our own eyes has been a
common thread in Don’s career as a professional photographer.)
One of the biggest challenges faced by macro photographers is focus, followed very closely by
lighting. Both can be easy to overcome if you approach the problems with a different rulebook.
Focusing for macro photography should be done… without focusing! The trick here, especially
when you’re after the highest possible magnification or you are trying
to frame a dynamic subject (like an insect or a freezing soap bubble), is
to move the camera. Lock your focus down; set the camera to manual
focus and don’t touch the focusing ring! Physically move the entire
camera forward and back until your subject passes through the focal
plane. This is counter-intuitive – you’d never do this for any other
genre of photography – but it works to help nail the focus exactly
where you want it.

While some practice is
required with this technique, if you set your
camera to continuous shooting and you shoot
many dozens of images, you’ll get one where the
focus is just right. The other frames on either
side of your desired focus could also be used to
your advantage, by combining them together
with a technique called “focus stacking.” (This
allows you to) extend your shallow depth of field
to give more detail to your subject. This is a technique I use extensively with my snowflake work
through the winter months.
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Lighting is another often underrated element in macro photography. Since
motion blur is often an issue, intense continuous light (>1000 lumens), or a
flash, is ideal to solve this problem. You can go for more “exotic” solutions
as well, such as illuminating your subject with ultraviolet light to see what
fluoresces back into the visible spectrum. UV LED flashlights have become
significantly better in the past few years, just look for anything with the
word “convoy” in the name. They can transform every-day flowers like
sunflowers into something otherworldly, expanding the realm of macro
photography further into an area beyond what we can see with our own
eyes.

The Universe at Our Feet is a
wonderful place to explore with a
camera, and it’s also the title of
my upcoming book on the topic, full of photographic
instruction and tutorials. To pre-order a copy,

you can go to
www.skycrystals.ca
– available in
hardcover and
eBook formats.

Don Komarechka
Photographer
www.donkom.ca
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Our NPC Featured
Photographer this month is
Gerry Atkinson, born in
Lancashire, England, now
residing in Port Hope.

Once upon a time, before retirement, Gerry was a
Business and Management Consultant. Now she
keeps fit by golfing, walking, swimming, and of
course, getting out with her camera.
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Gerry has always been interested in photography but has spent more time on it since retiring. She
loves to travel and walk in the woods or beside a lake, looking for birds and animals to capture
with her lenses

.
She joined NPC specifically to learn more and
improve her images of wildlife.
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Gerry has already enjoyed incredible adventures in
Alaska, Africa, South America, Costa Rica, Hawaii,
Florida, the Polynesian Islands, Australia, New Zealand,
Antarctica, and the Caribbean Islands.

Her cameras are Nikon D7200 and D7500, with Sigma lenses 18-250 and 200-500. Now she is
looking forward to improved flexibility with her new Nikon 80-400 lens.
Her best photographic moments occurred in Africa where she spent two full weeks on all-day
journeys on the Maasai Mara. What a life she’s had!
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Tips & Techniques
by Patrick Romano
Since the cold winter temperatures have struck early
and many days we will simply not want to venture
outdoors I searched my files for something that can
keep our photographic juices flowing. I hope some of
these posts may destroy your doldrums . Have fun
and don’t forget to share your attempts.

How to Shoot Abstract Flower Photography using Close-Up Filters - A Post By: Charlie Moss
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-shoot-abstract-flower-photography-using-closeup-filters/
Just Dew It – Fun with Macro Dewdrop Photography - A Post By: Rick Ohnsman
https://digital-photography-school.com/macro-dewdrop-photography/
DIY Photography Backdrops for Still Life and Product Photography - A Post By: Darina Kopcok
https://digital-photography-school.com/diy-photography-backdrops/
10 Photographic Exercises to Kickstart your Creativity - A Post By: Charlie Moss
https://digital-photography-school.com/photographic-exercises-to-kickstart-your-creativity/
9 Ways to use Reflections more Creatively for Stunning Photography - A Post By: Ana Mireles
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-use-reflections-more-creatively/
5 Great Ways to Create Abstract Wave Photography - A Post By: Erin Fitzgibbon
https://digital-photography-school.com/5-great-ways-to-create-abstract-wave-photography/
How to take Great Flower Photos without a Macro Lens - A Post By: Ana Mireles
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-take-great-flower-photos-without-a-macro-lens/
How to Shoot Abstract Flower Photography using Close-Up Filters - A Post By: Charlie Moss
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-shoot-abstract-flower-photography-using-closeup-filters/
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Contemplative Photography
by Donna Edmonds
When I was asked to do a presentation in January 2020 for the
club, I was very happy to do so. I named it Contemplative
Photography not knowing that this is an actual photography
practice. I named it because of one of the definitions of the word
contemplation meaning to study or weigh, in order to come to a
conclusion.

Contemplative photography, however, uses the definition of contemplation which calls for a
sort of meditative state that goes beyond your mind’s usual state of busyness. It involves
clearing your mind of the concepts of good and bad, beautiful and ugly, which allows you to
be present at the moment and more open to what the visual world has to offer. I decided that
instead of renaming my presentation I would add some of those practices to my talk which fit
quite nicely into the overall theme of the presentation.

It will be done in four 15 minute segments starting with learning about what is considered
actual “Contemplative Photography.” I have placed some links below to explain it best.

1. The practice of Contemplative Photography from Lion’s Roar.com
https://www.lionsroar.com/how-to-practice-contemplative-photography/

“It’s about fully connecting with the visual richness of our
lives.”

There are two ways of seeing, which we will call sensory
seeing and conceptual seeing. Sensory seeing perceives
things that appear to our sense of of sight, and conceptual
seeing perceives things that appear in the mind’s eye.

The camera can only see what is actually in front of it
without any concept of what it is recording.
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2. From 500px.com https://iso.500px.com/discover-contemplative-photography/ :
“Contemplative photography is a method of seeing and photographing the world in new ways.”

The practice reveals richness and beauty that
is normally hidden from view; for example,
capturing the beauty of shadows, reflections,
the elegance of lines or clash of colours; the
elements which a passerby could just fail to
see.

3. My original idea for the presentation was more about the process of visualization as
seen in this article from PhotographyLife.com https://photographylife.com/construction-of-aphotograph-the-process-of-visualization

Visualization brings ideas and reality together but
needs the techniques required to achieve the vision.
When we add visualization and conceptualization to
traditional contemplative photography, we can convert
the sensory world into our vision for the final
photograph.
We use our technical knowledge of photography and
our equipment to create our photographic interpretation
of the world around us. You can use your “inner lens”
with wonder, curiosity and appreciation to see the
lines, shapes, and colours of an object without the usual
narrative that might go along with it.

“The first step towards visualization – and hence toward expressive interpretation – is to become
aware of the world around us in terms of the photographic image. We must explore what lies
before our eyes for its significance, substance, shape, texture, and the relationship of tonal
values. We must teach our eyes to become more perceptive.” ~Ansel Adams
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4. Manipulation of your photos using photography software is taboo in
traditional contemplative photography practices.
Working on photos with post production software can bring some
contemplative photography practices into the realm of more traditional
photographers.
Whether one sees the final image while shooting or after having taken a closer
look at the photo on computer, photographers must clear their minds of chatter
and see more literally what is in front of them.

Instead of forcing a defined contemplative style into my photography I
am learning to use the knowledge and wisdom therein to see my
surroundings in new ways. With repetition, my photography will grow and add new
inspiration and a fresh look to my images: acting my way into thinking more than
thinking my way into acting.
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In the Bag
by Allan Short
This month I am going write about an item I purchased about 4
years ago but never got around to really using. The reason was
as a couple of OME parts were wearing out and needed to be
replaced by some aftermarket parts. How did that prevent me
from using what I purchased,
you wonder.? Well, wonder no more: I just did not feel like
going out that much!
Okay, now back to the two items; one will not work without
the other. It is the Case Relay from TetherTools. It is a power
source: one part you insert into the battery compartment of
your camera, then connect by way of a cable to the Case
Relay, then plug that into the power source (orange thing).
[The orange part is just a protective sleeve around the battery.]

This item is excellent if you want to shoot time-lapse as it is supposed to be able to power a
camera much longer than the original battery. As cameras use more and more power, we get
fewer and fewer shots per battery.
More and more photographers that shoot studio need a constant power source, as using live view
drains a standard battery fast when it is left on all the time.
Oh, one last use: if you are out shooting, need to check your e-mails, or phone someone, and
forgot to charge your phone - no problem. You can do that with the Case Relay from
TetherTools.
https://www.tethertools.com/air-direct-2019/#
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Book Review of 52 Assignments Street Photography
by Brian Lloyd Duckett
Brian Lloyd Duckett is a British photographer who shoots editorial portraits for newspapers and
magazines worldwide, but his real passion has always been for street photography.
His book features 52 Assignments that are written to help us look at street photography in a more
focused, organized, and compartmentalized manner. Intriguing chapter titles like “Rules, What
Rules” and “Out of the Shadows” inspire our curiosity, and by taking on these assignments, one
a week for a year, we can treat the assignment as “medicine for the street photographer”. Mr.
Duckett adds challenges and games that “add a level of mischief and play to your work”. Each
assignment is short but informative with notes on
technique, field notes, space for your own musings and
examples from historic masters. Each chapter is an easy
read with good ideas and guidelines and there are other
books in the same series written by different
photographers taking on landscape and experimental
photography that may be worth looking into.

Purchased at Indigo.ca $21.96
“Photojournalism taught me three important lessons
about street photography. Firstly, look for the detail –
look at everything around you and actively work at
developing your powers of observation. Secondly, be
curious and go with your own instinct – your gut feel is
usually right. Thirdly, context is king; the context is
often necessary to help tell the story.” Brian Lloyd
Duckett
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The Last Page
by Elisabeth M. La Fontaine
As another year comes to a close it is with the greatest pleasure
that I say thank-you to NPC Members.
Larry Keeley, Patricia Calder and I revived The Monitor in
September after a brief hiatus. It is our aim to make it interesting
and meaningful but that’s where you, as members, come in… We welcome your suggestions and
news. We would like to hear about exhibitions; about competitions; about members who have
won or achieved mention in competitions. We would like to hear about books that may be of
interest to members or new equipment that’s come onto the market. If you are travelling we’d
love to hear your stories and see your photos.

The Monitor belongs to every member of the Club.
Larry, Pat and I are merely facilitators and we welcome
your input. Please let us know if you have something to
submit and we will give you the parameters for articles
and a date for submissions.

Photos captured and submitted by
Elisabeth La Fontaine
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Thank you to the NPC Executive for all your work to ensure that NPC is an active, educational
and welcoming community. Thank you to all the volunteers who are very valuable contributors
to the success of the Club.
Thank you to Sandra Peters for sharing the Outings with a committee of imaginative members
who are willing to lead you astray!
And we can’t end a year without a thank you to the
Salvation Army for providing us with a great space
for our meetings.
For now, we, at The Monitor, wish you lots of
“Happy Snapping” in the New Year, 2020.

I HEARD A BIRD SING
I heard a bird sing
In the dark of December
A magical thing
And sweet to remember.
“We are nearer to spring
Than we were in September,”
I heard a bird sing
In the dark of December.
Oliver Herford

“Look Deep into Nature and then you will
understand everything better”
Albert Einstein.

Until next time,
The Monitor team.

